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Abstract 
Xue. W., A note on dual Goidie dimension. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 76 (1991) 
225-227. 
This note settles three questions about dual Goidie dimension introduced by K. Varadarajan. 
The dual Goldie dimension of an R-module M, denoted by corank( JU). was 
introduced by Varadarajan in [3] and studied extensively in [2]. [3] and [4]. If 
M = 0, the corank of M is defined to be 0. Let M f 0 and k an integer 21. If 
there is an epimorphism f : M+ nf;=, N,, where each N, # 0, we say that 
corank( ,JM) 1 k. If corank( ,$4) 1 k and corank( Jl4)$k + 1. then we define 
corank( JM) = k. If corank( &!) z k for every k 2 1, we set corank( ,J’I4) = x. A 
nonzero module H is called hollow if every proper submodule of H is small in H. 
It was shown in [2] ant [3] that corank( RM) = k < x if and only if there is an 
epimorphism f : M- ni=, Hi with each Hi hollow and Ker( f) small in M. 
Let R be an associative ring with identity (except in Example 4) modules be 
unitary left R-modules, and I(M) denote the radical of a module RM. If RP is a 
quasi-projective R-module with J(P) G P and S = End( K P), Sarath and Varadara- 
jan 12. Theorem 2.31 showed that if corank( KP) = k < x. then corank(,S) = k. 
We shall establish the converse, thus answering the question [2. p. 18871 in the 
affirmative. If R[[xf] is the power series ring in an indeterminate x over R. we 
note that corank( RR) = corank( R,,.vl, R[[x]]). This answers the second conjecture 
in [4, p. 22X)] in the affirmative. Since R has an identity. it was proved in [2] that 
corank( RR) = corank(R,). If R cioes not have an identity. our Example 3 shows 
that corank(,R) and corank(R,) can be arbitrary two natural numbers. or even 
that one is infinite and the other one is finite. This gives a negative answer to the 
question mentioned in [d?, p. 2228, Remark 2.81. 
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Lemma 1. !f R P is a quasi-projective module and S = JSnd( R P) is a semiperff ct 
ring, then RP is a finite direct suw of hollow submodules. Consequen+, 
corsnk(,P) < x. 
Proof. Let S=Se,@* l 63 Se,, where the e,‘s are primitive orthogonal idempo- 
tents of Sand l=e,+g**+e,,. Then ,P=P,$**.$P,,, where Pi= Pei. Since 
e; is the projection of P onto P,. we see that End( RPi) = e,Sei, that is, a local ring. 
Being quasi-projective. each Pi is hollow by a result due to Rangaswamy (I]. 
Then corank(,P) = 12. Cl 
It was shown in [2, Corollary 1.141 that corank(,R) = corank(R,) for the ring 
R with identity; denoting this common value by corank(R), then corank(R) < x if 
and only if R/J(R) is semisimple and so corank(R) = the length of R/J(R). This 
result is used tit establish the fc!iowing: 
Theorem 2. If R P is a quasi-projective module with J(P) << P and S = End( R P), 
then corank( RP) = corank(,S). 
Proof. Using i2, Theorem 2.31, we only need to verify that corank(,S) < 3~ 
implies corank( RP) < x. From the proof of 12, Theorem 2.31 we have that 
J(S) = If E s I f(P) G JW and that S/J(S) s End(,PIJ(P)). Now S/J(S) is 
semisimple by 12, Corollary I. 141, and PIJ( P) is still a quasi-projective R-module 
since f(J( P)) c J(P) for e‘ich f in S. It follows fr.arn Lemma I that 
corank( PIJ( P)) < x. Since J(P) + P, corank(P) = corank(P/J(P)) by [3, Lemma 
2.321. Cl 
Proposition 3. For thd ring R with identity, we have 
corank( RR) = corank( Rr!.V,lR[[x]]). 
Pnof. Since J(R[[x]]) = J(R) + xR[[x]], R[[x]]IJ(R[[x]]) s R/J(R). The result 
follows now from [2, Corollary 1.141. Cl 
Now we produce examples to show that if R does not contain an ilentity then 
corank(,R) and corank(R,) need not be equal. 
Example 4. Given two natur-i QP numbers r2 1 m and a field F, we let U,,(F) denote 
the ring of n by n upper triangular matrices over F, and let ( eii} ,5i5jc,, denote the 
(i, j)th matrix units of U,,(F). Let R be the subring of U,#(F) consisting of the 
matrices whose nonzero entries occur only in the first m rows. Then both 
R, = e,,R@- 43e ,,,,,, R 
are direct sums of hollow modules. It follows that corank( HR) = tz and 
corank(R,) = m. If we can change U,,(F) into U,(F), the N by N upper 
triangular matrices, then one sczq that corank(,R) = x and corank(R,) = f?z c 3.. 
We note that R has a left identity e,, + l - - + e,,, ,,,. 
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